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Heading to New York
Fashion Week? Stop By
One of These Gorgeous

New Restaurants
These bars and restaurants are guaranteed to be booked and busy

during NYFW and all winter long.

BY PUBLISHED: FEB 8, 2024SEAN SANTIAGO

SAVE ARTICLE

TIGRE

The Lower East Side cocktail lounge Tigre comes from the team behind the award-
winning oyster and cocktail bar Maison Premiere. Guests enter through an unmarked
door to find themselves in a sumptuous interior designed by Studio TRE, founded by
Whitley Esteban and Ernesto Gloria, formerly of the ELLE Decor A-List firms of Roman
and Williams and Tom Scheerer. The menu offers lesser-known spirits reflective of a
well-traveled palette alongside select classic cocktails, highlighting the best distillers
and producers from around the globe. Bottoms up!

FOUQUET’S NEW YORK

With interiors by ELLE DECOR A-List designer Martin Brudnizki, Fouquet’s New York
brings a bit of French hospitality to the cobblestoned streets of Tribeca. Behind the
hotel’s glass-and-brick facade, visitors will find a classic brasserie, charming outdoor
café, and the impeccably chic Titsou Bar, a speakeasy-style destination that’s ideal for
get-togethers both intimate and oh-so-extra.

COQODAQ

Simon Kim, the restaurateur behind Michelin-starred and James Beard–nominated
COTE Korean Steakhouse, worked with Rockwell Group to realize Coqodaq, a fried-
chicken concept in the heart of Flatiron. The opulent space fuses Korean and American
influences with some Art Nouveau flourishes alongside playful nods to its namesake
offering, like a crackle-effect gold wallpaper meant to mimic the texture of a basted
and battered bird. Dig in!

W ith New York Fashion Week just around the corner, we’ve
decided to round up some of the chicest spots in town for
light bites and a strong cocktail. Whether you’re looking for

post-show drinks or trying to deduce where your favorite influencer was
dancing on the (marble) bar last night, these spots provide ambience,
elegance, and, of course, delicious food and beverage programs. A few of
them are even participating in the second edition of NYFW: The Menu,
offering exclusive menu items and the chance to win two front-row seats
to a show next season. All the more reason to hop on Resy!

BE LOVE

SHOP NOW

Victor Stonem

Matthieu Salvaing

JASON VARNEY

GUILD BAR

Guild Bar is a punctuation mark of a
watering hole (it seats only five guests at
a time!) nestled within La Mercerie and
Roman and Williams Guild in SoHo. The
space encourages tranquility with a
hand-painted mural of a moonlit
landscape by Brooklyn-based artist Dean
Barger, as well as a curated selection of
Roman and Williams Guild lighting and
furnishings, designed and prototyped by
ELLE DECOR A-List designers Stephen
Alesch and Robin Standefer. Don’t even
get us started on the one-of-a-kind
glassware.

BARETTO

Laying in wait above the buzzy Fasano New York lies Baretto, Midtown Manhattan’s
most opulent speakeasy jazz club. Designed by Brazilian architect Isay Weinfeld,
Baretto features plush lounge seating, signature cocktails, and a sophisticated menu of
small plates, all in service of the real stars here: the jazz and bossa nova artists who
come to perform.

SOTTO

Sotto, a new amaro bar located just below Nomad’s Lupetto, is a must-visit. Parts and
Labor Design followed founder Mark Barak’s mandate—“Mad Men on holiday”—with
subterranean spaces that beckon with low-lit, golden-hued vignettes. “The moment
you enter, you forget what time it is, let alone what number cocktail you’re on,” says
Parts and Labor designer Danu Hassik. “It’s a very transporting space, which
encourages guests to inhabit the current moment and focus on what’s right in front of
them.” In this case, plenty of chic customers.
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OIJI MI

New to the Flatiron, Oiji Mi is a gorgeous new space helmed by owner and executive
chef Brian Kim, with chic interiors and a generous space for group dining. Just behind
the restaurant sits bōm, an omakase steakhouse whose name quite literally means
“behind oiji mi.” If you stop by after fashion week, be sure to look out for a special
decadent dessert offering from pastry chef Celia Lee, a dalgona raspberry pavlova for
two.

THE BAZAAR

The Bazaar by José Andrés, designed by Lázaro Rosa-Violán and situated on the
second floor of the Ritz-Carlton New York, NoMad, takes its decorative cues from the
historical voyage of a 17th-century samurai. But the cuisine is a distinctly modern
fusion of Japanese and Spanish culinary traditions and techniques from the celebrated
chef, who also oversees the restaurant’s sister locations in Chicago, Washington, D.C.,
and Las Vegas.

CUCINA ALBA

Cucina Alba (and its sister bar, Alba
Accanto) are nestled below the High
Line on the ground floor of a Thomas
Heatherwick–designed residential
building. With interiors by the award-
winning firm GRT Architects (who were
also behind last year’s splashy newcomer
Bad Roman), Cucina Alba invites diners
to savor the pleasures of the Amalfi
Coast without ever leaving the city—and
on hand-painted tableware sourced from
Puglia, Italy, no less.

CHRISTIAN HARDER

Björn Wallander

Peter Murdock

THE TUSK BAR

The Tusk Bar is a gilt gem of a cocktail lounge tucked away inside NoMad’s Evelyn
hotel, with eclectic interior touches—a wall mural that leans into the building’s Art
Deco bona fides, a bar in Rossa Launa marble, one taxidermied ostrich—by Brooklyn-
based Islyn Studio. Jeremiah Stone and Fabian Von Hauske, the Michelin-starred chef
team behind Contra and Wildair, serve as the bar’s culinary partners, with a menu
developed in partnership with chef de cuisine Vincent Edwards, formerly of
Momofuku Ssam Bar. Insider tip: The pavlova is an absolute must.

Eric Medsker

SEAN SANTIAGO

DEPUTY EDITOR

Sean Santiago is ELLE Decor's Deputy Editor, covering news, trends and
talents in interior design, hospitality, travel, and luxury. He writes the So
Courant! column for the magazine and elledecor.com.
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A special gift for mom to symbolize your in5nite love
and appreciation.

$85.00
Lab-grown Diamond Dangle Charm
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A special gift for mom to symbolize your in5nite love
and appreciation.

$85.00
Lab-grown Diamond Dangle Charm
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A symbol of eternal love, perfect for special
occasions and everyday wear.

$165.00
InAnity Heart Necklace
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Features two heart-shaped stones together to
symbolize the feeling of love.

$150.00
Double Heart Sparkling Ring
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Features an openable heart-shaped clasp to style your latest
pieces.

$200.00
Studded Chain Bracelet
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